HP INTERLOCKER OPTIONS

1. HP INTERLOCKERS (STD)
   2\frac{1}{16}"
   EXTERIOR

2. HP INTERLOCKERS (BOTH)
   2\frac{1}{16}"
   EXTERIOR

3. 2-PIECE POCKET INTERLOCKER WITH REVERSE HP INTERLOCKER
   EXTERIOR

4. L-TYPE POCKET INTERLOCKER WITH REVERSE HP INTERLOCKER
   EXTERIOR

5. L-POST POCKET INTERLOCKER WITH REVERSE HP INTERLOCKER
   EXTERIOR

GLASS PENETRATION: 11/16"
HIGH PERFORMANCE INTERLOCKERS

HP INTERLOCKERS
(both sides)

2

EXTerior

2 1/16
HIGH PERFORMANCE INTERLOCKERS

2-PIECE POCKET INTERLOCKER WITH REVERSE HP INTERLOCKER

3

8

TO SILL

3/8

1

EXTERIOR

1 (D.O.)
HIGH PERFORMANCE INTERLOCKERS

L-TYPE POCKET INTERLOCKER WITH REVERSE HP INTERLOCKER

1" TO SILL

13/16" (D.O.)

EXTERIOR
HIGH PERFORMANCE INTERLOCKERS

J-POST POCKET INTERLOCKER WITH REVERSE HP INTERLOCKER

1" TO SILL

3/8"

EXTERIOR

(D.O.)